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Energy Balance: Greenhouse

Earth
Albedo a

Incident Solar flux F Flux reflected:  F a 

Flux absorbed: F (1-a)

Thermal energy is radiated from 
surface, reflected from atmosphere, 
and hits surface again. This is a 
second, additional energy input term!

Greenhouse effect heats planet above TE.
The greenhouse effect only works if the atmosphere is 
transparent to sunlight but opaque to infrared wavelengths.



Earth Spectrum
Black Body Spectra

Earth spectrum is roughly sum of 
•Reflected solar spectrum (6000 K)
•Radiated thermal spectrum (300K)
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Runaway Greenhouse
Runaway Greenhouse Effect:
• Higher T causes more atmosphere.
• More atmosphere means more greenhouse.
• More greenhouse means higher T.
• And over and over…

Venus: Runaway 
greenhouse boiled off 
oceans, causing thicker 
atmo, causing more boiling…



There are a lot of feedback loops in the atmosphere!

Positive feedback: runaway greenhouse

Negative feedback: clouds

And many more complicated ones: IR and visible absorption lines, multiple 
species, albedo variations, etc. 



Life in the Habitable Zone



• Not too hot (< 100 C)

• Not too cold (> 0 C)

• pH not too acidic (pH > 3) 

• Not too saline

• Not too high pressure 

• Not too much radiation

• Not too much ultraviolet light

• Based on C, H, O, N, P (phosphorus)

• Uses liquid water

What Does Life on Earth Need?



The search for life is largely 
the search for liquid water.



Habitable Zone
Definition: Habitable zone (HZ) is the range of 
orbital radii surrounding a star where liquid water 
can be found on the surface of an orbiting planet.

i.e., where 0 C < TE < 100 C  (i.e., 273K - 373 K).



Goldilocks

Goldilocks was hungry.  She tasted the porridge from the first bowl. 
"This porridge is too hot!" she exclaimed. 

So, she tasted the porridge from the second bowl. 
"This porridge is too cold," she said 

So, she tasted the last bowl of porridge. 
"Ahhh, this porridge is just right," she said happily and she ate it all up.



Habitable Zone
In our solar system the HZ is ~ 0.5 - 1.5 AU.

But you could have a HZ very far from a hot star…

Or very close to a cool star.



Continuously Habitable Zone

Continuously Habitable Zone (CHZ): The region 
around a star at which liquid water is stable, but 
taking into account stellar evolution. 

Stars get hotter over billions of years, so the HZ 
slowly shifts outward



Stellar evolution moves the HZ outward over many Gyr



Composition of the Solar System

• Sun has 99% of the solar system’s mass

• Our sun is solitary. Most (50-80%) stars in the 
universe are in binary or triple systems.



Solar System Inventory
By number, the Solar System is 99% hydrogen;

By mass, 75 % hydrogen.



“Astronomers’ Periodic Table”



Stars form as giant cloud collapse 
under their own gravity

Element Mass %
H 73

He 25
O 0.8
C 0.2

Ne 0.16
Fe 0.14
N 0.1
Si 0.1

Mg 0.06
Sulphur 0.05

Composition of the 
interstellar medium



Stars form as giant cloud collapse 
under their own gravity

Thus the Sun and the planets are all roughly the same age, and 
start with the same initial composition.



What are the Planets Made of?
Composition of the planets is just bulk composition 
of the universe, modified by local escape velocity 
(i.e., loss of volatiles)

Temperature

Gas kinetic velocity  

Escape velocity



Atmospheric Escape

In general:
If vesc < vk         Atmosphere is lost (‘Jeans escape’)
If vesc > few vk   Atmosphere is retained 

vk =
r

3kBT

m

vk =
r

3kBT

m
vesc =

r
2GM

r

Kinetic velocity of gas
with molecular mass m, temperature T

Escape velocity of gas around
planet with mass M, radius r

H2 m=2 mp

HD m=3
O2 m=16
CO2 m=22
N2 m=14
CH3 m=9
CH4 m=10
NH3 m=10

vk

vk



A few sample atmospheric species...

Teff [K] Vesc  
[km/s]

Vk H2 
[km/s]

Vk CH4 
[km/s]

Vk N2

[km/s]

Mercury 700 K 4 2.4 1 0.9

Earth 270 K 11 1.7 0.8 0.6

Jupiter 105 K 60 1.1 0.5 0.4

Pluto 38 K 1 0.7 0.3 0.2

Lost          Retained as gas            Frozen as solid

Many molecules get broken apart by UV, which makes them 
easier to lose - e.g., H2O → H2 → H.



Isotopic Fractionation
NB: By looking at the amount of D vs 
the amount of H left in an 
atmosphere, we can see how much 
was lost due to escape (since the sun 
tells us the D:H ratio at t=0).

Chemical reactions treat D and H 
more or less identically… but 
thermodynamics treats them 
differently.

H2 m=2 mp

HD m=3
O2 m=16
CO2 m=22
N2 m=14
CH3 m=9
CH4 m=10
NH3 m=10

vk =
r

3kBT

m



Where did Mars’ water go?

Images show that Mars was wet and warm billions of years 
ago. But it appears dry and dead now. Did the water either:
• Get lost to space, or
• Freeze into the ground (permafrost)?



Measurements of Martian D:H
Current D:H ratio on Mars is about 6x terrestrial
But D:H ratio inside ancient Martian rocks 
(meteorites) was about 1x terrestrial
Conclusion: Mars’ water was lost to space, 
not frozen into the tundra. 

Istopic fractionation allowed the lightweight H 
to be lost more quickly than the heavier D. 



Inventory and Composition 
of the Solar System

Sun

Giant ‘Jovian’ planets: Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune

Rocky ‘Terrestrial’ planets: Earth, Mercury, Venus, Mars

Small rocky bodies: Asteroids

Small icy bodies: Pluto, comets



Solar Composition

Element Mass %
H 73
He 25
O 0.8
C 0.2
Ne 0.16
Fe 0.14
N 0.1
Si 0.1

Mg 0.06
Sulphur 0.05

Solar escape velocity vesc ~ 600 km/sec. No gasses can escape,
so solar composition is very similar to ‘overall’ composition of 
universe.



Terrestrial Planets

Mercury,  Venus, Earth, Mars

• Formed from gravitational growth of dust 
grains in cloud of gas and dust that formed 
solar system (‘solar nebula’)

• Composition: Roughly similar to Sun, but 
without the volatiles! H, He, Ne, etc. lost !



Element Mass %
H 73
He 25
O 0.8
C 0.2
Ne 0.16
Fe 0.14
N 0.1
Si 0.1

Mg 0.06
Sulphur 0.05

Element Mass %
Fe 32%
O 30%
Si 15%

Mg 14%
Sulphur 3%

What are the Terrestrial Planets Made of?

Solar composition   -   volatiles     =  Earth composition
H, He, O, C, Ne…



Composition of Earth’s crust is very different 
from its total bulk composition, because it has 
differentiated (i.e., gravitationally settled)

Fe

Fe, Ni

SiO2, Fe

H2O

N2, O2

TE = 200-400 K
Light volatiles lost.
Midweight volatiles 
kept as gasses or 
liquids.



Gas Giant Planets
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune

• Probably started out as with small rocky 
cores the size of Earth, then accreted gas 
from solar nebula 

• Similar composition as Sun (H, He, C, O...)



• Composition of Jupiter and Sun are similar and 
uniform. They are much less differentiated than 
Earth, because of convection.

TE ~ 100-200K. Very little is lost due to high vesc



Small Body Composition

Thousands of small bodies: Pluto, asteroids, comets, 
Kuiper Belt objects (KBO’s), etc.

• Ni, Fe, Si, Mg, Si, 

• Simple species: ices, silicates...

• More ices, water, volatiles, etc. further out in SS.



Icy Bodies (Pluto, Comets)

TE ~ 30-50 K. Very little is lost to space, but everything is frozen.

H2O (solid)

N2 (solid)

CO2 (solid)

Fe, Si, Mg, etc



Atmospheric Escape

An atmosphere is helpful for life. How can we guess 
at the atmosphere based on what we know about 
the planet?



Mercury
a = 0.05
T = 700 K



Mercury

Temperature ✗ Hot! 700K

Raw Ingredients ✗ Virtually all volatiles have left (no water, methane, N2, CO2, 
etc.)

Liquids ✗ None

Stability ✔ Stable orbit

Circulation ✗ None

Energy source ✔ Sun



Venus

-- Nobel Laureate Savante Arrhenius, 1918, after 
studying Venus’ clouds

In reality, it turns out that Venus’ clouds are made of 
sulphuric acid, H2SO4, and surface is v. hot due to 
runaway greenhouse effect.

“Everything on Venus is dripping 
wet... the vegetative processes are 
greatly accelerated by the high 
temperature; therefore, life likely 
reproduces rapidly.” 



Venus

Temperature ✗ Hot! 800K.

Raw Ingredients ✗/✔ H2O dissociates and is lost.  
CO2, N2, H2SO4, SO2 retained.

Liquids ✔ Sulphuric acid drops in clouds

Stability ✔ Stable orbit

Circulation ✔

Energy source ✔
Solar flux in clouds;  

dark and hot at surface.



Earth



H2O Phase Diagram
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Earth is right at the triple point



Earth

Temperature ✔ 300K (triple point for water)

Raw Ingredients ✔ H2O, N2, CO2

Liquids ✔ Water

Stability ✔
Stable orbit. Feedback from clouds makes surface 
even more stable. Like rest of solar system, energy 
from Sun has increased by ~20% over last 5 Gyr.

Circulation ✔ Water-driven 
Energy source ✔ Sun; geothermal (internal)



Mars

Mars has long attracted 
interest, with good 

reason...



Mars
“Since my theory of  intelligent life on Mars was first enunciated 21 years ago, every 
new fact discovered has been found to be accordant with it. Not a single thing has 
been detected which it does not explain. This is really a remarkable record for a 
theory. It has, of  course, met the fate of  any new idea, which has both the fortune 
and and the misfortune to be ahead of  the times and has risen above it. New facts 
have but buttressed the old, while every year adds to the number of  those who have 
seen the evidence for themselves.” 

            -Percival  Lowell, 1916, describing his observations of  plants, 
migration, armies, and cities on Mars. 



Very few of Percival Lowell’s carefully sketched 
features actually exist...



Mars clearly had surface liquids in the past.

Curiosity rover has shown (2013) it was definitely water.



MAVEN Mission



Mars

Present Past

Temperature ✗ ✔ 250K today; 300K in past.

Raw Ingredients ✔ ✔ H2O, N2, CO2

Liquids ✗ ✔ Water in past

Stability ✔? ✔? Stable orbit. North pole wanders.

Circulation ✔ ✔ Atmosphere, winds, polar caps

Energy source ✔ ✔ Sun



Moons of Mars: Phobos, Deimos

Diameter ~ 15 km

Insufficient gravity at Mars’ distance to retain any volatiles



Moons of Mars: Phobos, Deimos

Temperature ✗ Too cold! 150K

Raw Ingredients ✗ Not enough gravity to retain volatiles

Liquids ✗ Not enough gravity to retain volatiles

Stability ✔? Stable orbit, but in eclipse ~50% of time

Circulation  ✗ No atmosphere

Energy source ✔ Sun



Asteroids



Asteroids

Temperature ✗? 150-250 K

Raw Ingredients ✔✗ >100 organic molecules discovered on 
asteroids. 5% by mass. * 

Liquids ✔✗
Briefly wet? Liquid chemistry for < 1 Myr * 
then lost water due to weak gravity. Typical 

radius 10 - 100 km.

Stability ✔

Circulation ✗

Energy source ✔ Sun

* We know more about chemistry and organics on asteroids than 
any planet because we can easily take samples (from meteorite falls) 
into the lab! into the lab!



Jupiter



Jupiter

Temperature ✔ Broad range of temperatures: 100K - 10,00K, 
depending on depth

Raw Ingredients ✔ H2O, N2, CO2, CH4, NH3, more

Liquids ✔ Droplets in clouds

Stability ✔ Largest and most stable in SS

Circulation ✔ Throughout

Energy source ✔ Sun; Internal core heat

Solid surface ✗?
Development of life in clouds may be hard due to 

slow gas-phase chemistry limited to short 
species... but maybe?



Satellites of Jupiter



Europa

Icebergs on frozen surface - like a broken ice pack 
near Antarctica?



Europa Surface

A very young surface - very few craters.
Very smooth surface - high mountains slump away.



Europa

From Europa’s density, we can estimate the total water 
thickness ~ 50-100 km.



Europa

Surface Sub-surface

Temperature ✗ ✔ Surface 100K. Internal ocean: 300K??

Raw Ingredients ✔ ✔ H2O, organics, more

Liquids ✗ ✔ 50-km deep water 
ocean

Stability ✔ ✔ Locked in resonance. Stable.

Circulation ✗ ✔ Oceanic

Energy source ✔ ✔
Sun. Tidal heating. Radiation from 

Jupiter B-field?



Saturn

Temperature ✔ Broad range of temperatures: 100K - 10,00K, 
depending on depth

Raw Ingredients ✔ H2O, N2, CO2, CH4, NH3, everything

Liquids ✔ Droplets in clouds

Stability ✔ Stable orbit

Circulation ✔ Throughout

Energy source ✔
Sun (less than Jupiter)  

 Internal core heat (more than Jupiter)

Solid surface ✗?



Saturn system



Enceladus

Surface Sub-surface

Temperature ✗ ✔? Surface 100K. Internal ocean: 300K??

Raw Ingredients ✔? ✔? H2O, salts, maybe more?

Liquids ✗ ✔ H2O geysers at surface. Perhaps 
ocean below surface?

Stability ✔ ✔ Stable.

Circulation ✗ ✔ Oceanic

Energy source ✔ ✔
Sun. Tidal heating. Radiation from 

Jupiter B-field?



Plumes on Enceladus



Why is Enceladus Warm?

Plumes are definitely liquid water

In order to generate melt this much ice, a lot of heat 
is needed!

We don’t know exactly what is keeping Enceladus 
warm, but it is probably in part due to radioisotope 
decay in the core.



Titan

Optical                                     RADAR + IR

Titan is the only moon in the solar system with a 
substantial atmosphere!



Titan’s Atmosphere
Why does Titan have an atmosphere?

• It’s large
• 1.5x Moon radius = 2500 km

• It’s cold (but not too cold)

• 150 K
Perfect sweet spot: Enceladus and 
Europa are too small or too warm!

Atmosphere is mostly N2 and CH4

UV photochemistry from Sun creates 
many complex organics raining onto 
Titan’s surface.



Surface of Titan

Lander descending through clouds to surface of Titan, 2005



Surface of Titan from Huygens Lander

H2O ‘rocks’ on the surface of Titan

Drainage channels



Titan
Temperature ✔? 100K

Raw Ingredients ✔ CH4, CH3. Lots of hydrocarbons. N2.

Liquids ✔? Liquid methane. No liquid water.

Stability ✔

Circulation ✔ Clouds, rain, lakes...

Energy source ✔? Solar UV: lots of photochemistry in atmosphere

Solid surface ✔



Methane Phase Diagram
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Titan is near the triple point of CH4





Comets



Comet Hartley-2 nucleus 
Deep Impact spacecraft, 2010



Comet Churymov-
Gerasimenko (“C-G”)

• Discovered 1969 
from Ukraine 

• 5 km across 

• Was in outer solar 
system for many 
Gyr, now in inner 

• Chosen as Rosetta 
target in 2004. 

• Ice, rock, organics









Rosetta’s Philae lander will 
anchor itself to a comet



Comet orbit in
Oort cloud

Comet orbit in
inner Solar System



Comets

Deep 
Freeze

Active

Temperature ✗ ✔? Surface 100K. Internal ocean: 300K??

Raw Ingredients ✔ ✔ Lots of volatiles and organics

Liquids ✗ ✔? H2O geysers at surface. Perhaps 
ocean below surface?

Stability ✔ ✗ Comets are only active for short periods 
(< 1 Myr) before e.g., plunging into Sun

Circulation ✗ ✔ Plumes, jets

Energy source ✗ ✔



Freeman Dyson

“Let’s Look for Life in the Outer Solar 
System”





Discussion for Monday





David Christian - Big History




